	
  
	
  
A new way for you to access your employer sponsored healthcare plan
from query-to-cure: immediately, anytime, anywhere
Like most people you engage with your personal health through your employer. You
have an insurance plan and often times determining the information within your plan is
complicated. All you actually want to know is how to get to the right care when you
need it most in a cost-effective way.
With HealthTap Compass, you get access to millions of instant, personalized doctor
answers to your specific question anytime, anywhere. You’re also only one tap away
from privately consulting a top doctor within your insurance network by video, voice, or
text chat to get medical advice, prescriptions, lab tests ordered and reviewed, and much
more!
HealthTap Compass makes it easier for you to manage your health and the health of
your family. With 24/7 unlimited, immediate access to doctors it’s the easiest way to
get the healthcare you need.
Eliminate the hassle of scheduling appointments, taking time off work to drive to a
doctor’s office and sitting in waiting rooms! No matter what time it is or where you are,
HealthTap brings you immediate answers to your most pressing questions. All you
need to connect with a doctor is a mobile device (smartphone, tablet, or smartwatch) or
personal computer.
Whether you have an urgent health issue, are managing a chronic condition, have a
question or concern, or want to achieve a health goal, HealthTap Compass is here for
you.
With HealthTap Compass you get:
! Immediate help from a doctor within your specific insurance network, 24/7
Video, text chat or voice with a top primary care doctor “always on call” for you
and your loved ones
! Unlimited live doctor consults, anytime, anywhere
Consult a doctor as many times as you need from your smartphone, tablet, or
computer
! Fast, convenient prescriptions
Get prescriptions (when medically appropriate) immediately sent electronically
to your local preferred pharmacy or conveniently mailed to your home
! Get tested faster, more conveniently and more affordably
Have a clinical test ordered, receive the lab results, and get your results
interpreted by a doctor — all from the convenience of your mobile device or
computer. Receive earlier, more accurate diagnosis and the right treatment to
feel better faster.

! Unlimited, instant access to the world's largest repository of doctor knowledge
Millions of doctor-created answers, tips, news recommendations, app reviews,
medication reviews, and other expert insights and data points
! Understand your health better and make better decisions
Diagnosis of symptoms, treatment recommendations, referrals to the right
doctors, second opinions, interpretation of test results, and more
! Second, third, or even tenth opinions from doctors
Stay better informed with multiple doctors answers to your question for a
diverse set of medical opinions and perspectives
! Safely store unlimited health records, test results, photos, and documents
Conveniently and privately access personal health records from any device for
you and your loved ones on our HIPAA-secure SOC2 Type II servers and
platforms
! Share your health app data for better advice and treatment
Import your health app data from your smartphone, tablet, or watch in one place
to share with doctors during a Virtual Consult for better treatment and advice
! Personalized reminders and tips from doctors to help you take action and feel
good
Doctors create a personalized action plan and send you helpful, timely tips to
help you accomplish your health goals
! Priority customer support, 24/7
Get priority support 24/7 via email and phone from a dedicated Quality Care
Specialist
! Weekly doctor insights personalized for you
Every week, we’ll send you a special collection of the best doctor answers, tips,
and other insights to keep you happy and healthy

	
  

